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How to be

mindfu

It's the wellbeing buzzword du jour, but
what exactly is mindfulness, and how can
we achieve it in our daily lives?
WORDS EVA MENEZES-CUNNINGHAM

f you've ever jumped in the car or on the bus
at point A, only to find yourself pulling up at
point B with no recollection of how you got
there or anything you saw or heard along the
way, you could use some mindfulness in your life.
In reality, the above scenario is something
most of us have experienced at some point. This
'automatic pilot' mode is borne out of habit and
is the antithesis of mindfulness, a skill rooted in
the tradition of religious meditation. The secular
form of mindfulness most of us refer to today was
popularised by Jon Kabat-Zinn, the founder of the
Stress Reduction Clinic and Center for Mindfulness
at the University of Massachusetts Medical School
and author of Wherever You Go, There You Are
(Piatkus, £13.99). He defines mindfulness as,
'Paying attention in a particular way; on purpose,
in the present moment, and non-judgmentally.'
'Mindfulness is a way of training our attention
to notice and be aware of our full experience
of each moment,' agrees Eluned Gold, head of
personal and professional programmes at the
Centre for Mindfulness Research and Practice at
Bangor University. 'Another way to put it is that
mindfulness is the quality of attention we give to
our current circumstances.'

The science bit...
Developments in neuroscience mean that
the benefits of mindfulness are being proven
scientifically. A recent study from Harvard Medical
School found that individuals completing an eight-
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week mindfulness stress-reduction course reported
significant increases in psychological wellbeing,
and showed increased levels of mood-boosting
neurotransmitters, such as serotonin. 'We know the
brain changes in response to experience,' says Ed
Halliwell, co-author of the Mindful Manifesto: How
Doing Less And Noticing More Can Help Us Thrive
In A Stressed Out World (Hay House, £10.99; www.
edhalliwell.com). 'Just as lifting weights exercises
muscles so they grow and change, mindfulness
creates new neural pathways in the brain that enable
us to change the shape - or 'kinks' - that inform our
thinking, or our ingrained responses, from negative
to more positive ones.*
Similarly, studies at the University of WisconsinMadison found that being mindful had a measurably
positive effect on brain activity. Participants who
experience greater wellbeing had more activity
in the left prefrontal cortex. Those more prone to
depression had more activity in the right prefrontal
cortex. Taking a mindfulness course shifted that
activity from the right to left.
'Over the last 10 years there's been a lot of
research into the practice of mindfulness and all
the indications are that it's helpful in achieving
an optimal mental health state,' says Halliwell.
'Meditation used to be seen as hippyish and New
Age. Now, there's such strong science attesting to
its efficacy, more people are willing to try it. It's
even available on the NHS, which is indicative of
how much there's been a shift in perception.'

Mindfulness for busy lives
Steve Richard Braithwaite, creator of
mindfulness workshops Mind Fitness (www.
steverichardbraithwaite.com), suggests that
increasing focus and concentration allows us to live
a calmer, more peaceful life. 'When the mind is too
busy, the result is stress and high anxiety,' he says.
'Mindfulness is about concentrating on the task in
hand. In sport, it's what we call 'being in the zone'. In
the West, we struggle with the concept of traditional
meditation; emptying the mind and so on, as it's so
alien to our everyday lives and the busyness that
drives us. But giving our full concentration to the act
of "doing" - and it doesn't matter what we're doing,
as long as we're doing - makes us happy. Think of a
child wanting to help you sweep the floor or unpack
the shopping - they are fully immersed in "doing"
and the activity doesn't matter. So whatever it is
you're doing, think: "I can do that; I will do that; I am
that". The creative mind is very powerful. It leads our
affirmations, meaning we should choose our thoughts
carefully. It's what I call going on a mental diet -just
as we aspire to eat well, we should try to think well.'

7 steps to more
headspace
By Andy Puddicombe,
founder of the
mega-successful
Headspace app
" Get settled: find a
quiet space to relax.
) Breathe deeply:
i defocus your eyes,
gazing softly into the
middle distance.
' Check-in: Take a
^ few moments to
settle into your body.
Observe your posture
and the feeling of your
body on the chair.

t

Scan your body:
turn your mind
/ards and scan your
dy from head to tc
(serving any tensio
discomfort.
• Observe the
r breath: bring yoi
tention to your
Bathing. Don't try t
ange it, just observ
: rising and falling i
;ates in your body.
» Let your mind to
w be free: spend 2(
seconds just sittin
u might be f loodei
:h thoughts and
ins, or feel calm an
:used - whatever
ppens is fine.
f Prepare to finish
become aware of
3 physical feelings;
3 chair beneath yot
ur feet on the floor
ything you can hea
lell, taste or feel,
hen you're ready,
>wly open your eye
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'Mindfulness
has reignited
my passion
for work*
Carole Edrich, 46,
is a sports and travel
journalist from
London. She started
practising mindfulness
after being invited to
try a Mindful Tango
dance course.
'The day started with
mindfulness exercises
- no tango. It involved
just standing, being
mindful of our stance
and place in the room.
Next, came a mindful,
silent lunch. I thought
there might be a few
giggles, but we ate in
silence, focusing on
the taste and texture
of the food. Then it
was time to tango; the
mindfulness practice
we'd done paid off. It
takes about three
months to be a good
'follow', but even those
new to it mastered the
moves in a day.
'I think mindfulness
is a state, rather than a
conscious activity. I try
to be mindful at all
times, particularly out
walking or cycling. It's
really helped with my
creativity - I open my
eyes and see what's
really there, rather
than super-imposing
my view on a story.' H

